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Time for player to complete 8 - 15 minutes depending on the person and how well the see things in the environment. It could be quicker by
telegraphing things in a more obvious manner. Complete the game using puzzles and applying different encounters that sometimes trigger
other encounters. Keep the gamer guessing and on their toes by using random events that sometimes fire and sometimes do not as in-between
encounters. Using darker lighting to sometimes surprise the user in a similar way that slender man would.
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GAMEPLAY
Gameplay will begin with a cinematic and a backstory of how the country fell into its current state of affairs and the world had become a
place of anarchy. The user will have to explore the world finding ways to get to new parts of the levels all the while trying to stay alive.
The user will have choices to fight or flee based on the person and the type of encounter. Goals will be given in order to complete
levels and feedback will be gained in the form of reward systems and supplies that will allow the player to continue to survive. The
game will be a sort of rpg and first person shooter hybrid, developing a story as the game unfolds.

dark room
light switch must be actiivated

GAMEPLAY

AI

OBJECTS / PICKUPS

- Matinee Cut/Aways

- Bot Intellegence

- Food / Water

- Puzzle Placement
- Feedback / Rewards

-- Aggressive or Non- Aggressive
-- Know When Attacked

- Health
- Ammo

- Providing Items
- Leading the Player

-- Scared Bots ( Random Fleeing )
-- Ambient Noise Random Shooting

- Weapons
- Moveable Rocks

- Physics Adjusted
- Volumes that Damage Player

- Moveable Items For Door Locks

- Time Damage to Player ( Food /
Water Impact )
- Random Simple Encounters
- Simple Events / Prefabs

T RIGGERS
- Level Loaded
- Spacial ( Touching / Not )
- Interaction
- Event Completed

REWARDS

THE GOVERNMENT

ANARCHY

- Player Has Item

BOTS
Bot encounters will have a
sequence based on random
behaviors. The bot will not harm
you if you don’t come within a
certain distance or remain hidden
while it runs or walks by you.
Giving the option to fight or flight.
In some instances your reward
depends upon your fight or flight
instincts.

-Achievement Popup
-- Exploration
-- Violence
-- Pasifism
-- Survivalist
-- Speed
- Other Rewards
-- Food / Water Pickups
-- Ammo Pickups
-- Unlocking Areas
-- Animation / Matinees

PUZZLE T YPES
Puzzles throughtout will be placed in a way that users will have to figure out how to use surrounding elements and
various pickups to solve door ways and use the fractured meshes to their advantage and sometimes understand that it
is not always their advantage to use the area depending on certain instincts. In some instances users will have to
solve a puzzle to unlock a door others brute force is the key. I have funneled the users into a single area that gives
them one clear option to jump into a poisonous pond, the other option is to destroy the fractured mesh in the road to
find a tunnel. The tunnel they must move meshes to make a path while fending off a bot in the process. The final
puzzles include to interactive doors that have pressure operated counter balances.

ENCOUNT ER - EDUCAT ION

ENCOUNT ER - ACID WAT ER

This encounter will be used as a base to give a tutorial so the user will understand that they can move

This encounter is the next encounter that has to be done. The user must

objects, interact with buildings, switches, and meshes within the environmentment. It will guide the
user by using promts. This will be the only encounter that provides this learning experience. The

figure out how to cross the acid pond. The user can try to swim across, but
may not make it without dying. If the user descides against this then they

player is then rewarded with an object that allows them to get through the next gate. Up to the point

can find a way to shoot through the road to an underground tunnel. In the

that user unlocks the next gate the time should vary between anywhere from 1-4 minutes depending
on the abilities of the user. The telegraphing will all be done through user prompting and will point

tunnel they must avoid a bot spawn, move objects in the path to get
through, and then can reach the other side. At the end they are rewarded

the user in the opposite direction so they have to go through the interaction.

with a food/water pickup and ammo pickup.

Assets:

battery panel for gate

battery to operate gate

lightswitch
unlocked door

- Static Meshs
- BSP’s
- Texture Materials
- Light Sources (Rooms / Control Panel)

gate
pickup of food/water, starting
weapon, and key for next gate.

lightswitch

unlocked door

- Triggers
- Matinees
- Interp or Kactor as Battery
- Sound Actor

ENCOUNT ER - BOSS / END
This encounter will be the last encounter. It will rely on a trial and error puzzle of pushing four pins up
or down on the door to activate its trigger and open the gate. The last part of the scene is you
running to freedom. At least from the hoards of spawning bots behind you. The trick to this
encounter will be speed. Bots will spawn while you are in the area one right after another, so if you
choose to buy more time by killing the bots, they will just keep respawning. Time is important here so
be hasty. You will make it through, and the door will close behind you. The bots will be stuck on the
other side and the level will end.

Assets:
- Water Volume
- Fractured Mesh
- Bot
- Triggers
- Kactors
- Static Meshes
- Physics Volumes
- Light Assets ( Maybe Flashlight Pickup )

unpassable
structure

fractured
mesh

exit hole

reward
pickups

Assets:

1st Floor

- Static Meshs
- BSP’s
- Texture Materials

bot spawn

2nd Floor

Puzzle Based Lock
on Door. Using
a trial and error lock pins

Level ending winning event

- Triggers
- Matinees
- Bots
- Reward Pickups
- Interp & K actors

puzzle using moveable meshes to unblock passage

bot spawn

PUZZLE T YPES
Puzzles throughtout will be placed in a way that users will have to figure out how to use surrounding elements and
various pickups to solve door ways and use the fractured meshes to their advantage and sometimes understand that it
is not always their advantage to use the area depending on certain instincts. In some instances users will have to
solve a puzzle to unlock a door others brute force is the key. I have funneled the users into a single area that gives
them one clear option to jump into a poisonous pond, the other option is to destroy the fractured mesh in the road to
find a tunnel. The tunnel they must move meshes to make a path while fending off a bot in the process. The final
puzzles include to interactive doors that have pressure operated counter balances.

T HE T HREE C’s
Collecting food and water is what keeps you alive. The longer you go with out searching out food or water, the
shorter your lifespan. Ammunition and goodies could be around any corner, but so could that other person trying to
keep alive. Customization only comes in the form of how you react with the area around you, do you choose to be
passive or aggressive? Aggressive behavior can get you into trouble; passive behavior can get you killed.
Completion of the level only ends in a cliffhanger as this is only going to be phase one in the game. The level will
end as you are being chased by a person who has gone berserk, your only chance is to grab the key open the door
and run. He follows do you live or die, find out in the next level.

GAME SET T ING
The world has become rubble. Torn apart by a government that couldn’t agree to anything. As funding ran out and
the government and unemployment began to rise the people began to struggle. Technology all but destroyed or
modified to a more primitive technology for traps, shelter, or just because it didn’t have high value. Crime, starvation,
and utter chaos began to take over. With no military powers or protectors of the realm it became every man, women,
and child for themselves. Clinging to whatever weapon you can find and searching for food, water, and a place to rest
becomes the important goals. Can you survive?

RANDOM BOTS
Bot encounters will have a sequence based on
random behaviors. The bot will not harm you
if you don’t come within a certain distance or
remain hidden while it runs or walks by you.
Giving the option to fight or flight. A part of
the game will generate a random number after
a timed event, if the number is right a bot will
spawn and run down the path. If it doesn’t see
the person it will not attack.

SUB EVENTS
The prefabs and sub event systems will be
semi easy and just made as simple interactive
aspects within the level. Moving platforms,
light systems, and particles that are mainly
going to be there to dress the level and make
it seem a little more lifelike. There are systems
that will have to be in place for randomized
encounters, and natural items that happen
within the world.
Particle systems will be used only to add more
realistic actions in places within the world. To
make them seem like part of the world there
may be toggles and dealys that start them and
stop them periodically. From the building that
is next to the acid water there will be a pipe
dumping into the water and creating a fog as
it spills into the water. This action will be
timed out every so often to simulate as though
the factory is working and at a certain point it
cuts operations. This would simulate a
working fucntion of the building. Deepening
immersion.

ENCOUNT ER FLOWCHARTS
ENCOUNT ER - EDUCAT ION

T RIGGER BAT T ERY PICKUP

BOOL CHECK

FALSE - DOESN”T HAVE BAT T ERY

T RUE - PLAYER HAS BAT T ERY

GAT E T RIGGER

ENCOUNT ER - ACID WAT ER

REMOVE BAT T ERY ENABLE HASBAT T ERY VARIABLE

BOOL CHECK

FALSE - HAS BAT T ERY IS INACT IVE

T RUE - HAS BAT T ERY ACT IVE

DONOT OPEN

OPEN GAT E

T RIGGER ANNOUNCMENT

PROXIMIT Y T RIGGER AFT ER ROCK PILE

PLAYER PASSES T URRET T

PLAYER MOVES MOVEABLE KACTORS
ENABLE T URRET T

ENCOUNT ER - FINAL

DISABLE T URRET T

BOOL CHECK PUZZLE
BOT SPAWN
PUZZLE NOT COMPLET E

BOOL CHECK

PUZZLE COMPLET ED
PROXIMIT Y T RIGGER

BOT IS ALIVE

BOT IS DEAD

END GAME CINEMAT IC
END T HE LEVEL

EVENT 1 KISMET

The level loads and the first spawn point is made the active spawn point. When the player takes the K-Actor in the first room and places it on the pressure pad
in the second room it unlocks the door and spawns a weapon. Once the weapon is spawned the health pickups are revealed in the room. Player is rewarded
for their curiousity and it gives them the concept that they should look around the room.

EVENT 1A KISMET

This is a subevent that shows when you explore sometimes bad things can happen. The difficult part of this kismet was trying to keep the bot attacking the
player if they player died and also make him move a little so he isn’t a sitting target making it to easy for the player. There are also two triggers that are in
action here, one that sees if the bot has taken damage and a proximity trigger. The reward is health, but does the reward outweight the risk?

EVENT 2 KISMET

The event is pushed by the player not being able to travel the most direct way across a pond of acid water. The driving factor for the player finding another way
around the acid water. The player is informed that something is going wrong by a change in color to the screen an an announcment that states an intruder
alert. The turret then begins to shoot at the player using the players current location and the rotating the barrel towards the player. The projectile is fired every
second to give the user a fighting chance. The reward at the end is a health pack and a new spawn point as well as finding more regions of the map.

EVENT 3 KISMET

The top image is a closeup of the kismet samples for the third event. The third event has a puzzle that will checks to see if the appropriate K-actor is on the
appropriate pressure pad. If it is correct ir provides a green feedback light and a yes noise. It then compares the numbers that are added each time. If the
number is the correct number then it opens a gate to reveal the exit and end the game / level. The main factor that makes this a difficult is that a bot spawns
every thirty seconds and immideatly attacks the user. Once the bot is killed it then calculates to see how many bots have died then spawns that many bots at the
next 30 second mark. Increasing difficulty over time.

OT HER KISMETS

EVENT 1 SCREENSHOTS

PLAYER SPAWN

PRESSURE PUZZLE

1ST ROOM WIT H ELECT RIC

UNLOCKED DOOR PICKUPS

SUBEVENT SCREENSHOTS

WINDOW WIT H BOT

INSIDE T HE BOT ROOM

SHOOT ING GLASS OUT

OUTSIDE LOOKING AT CIT Y

EVENT 2 SCREENSHOTS

MOVING BLOCKS

T HREAT DET ECT ED

SHOT BY T URRET

PREPARING TO FIRE AGAIN

EVENT 3 SCREENSHOTS

BOT AT TACKS

PUZZLE HALF DONE BOT AT TACKS

HEALT H RESTORAT ION POINT

HIDDEN PICKUPS FOR HEALT H / WEAPONS

